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Abstract
We prove that there exists a zero-dimensional space with a countable network which is not a
µ-space, giving a negative answer to Tamano’s question and a partial negative answer to Nagami’s
question.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All spaces are assumed to be regular T1.
A space is called a σ -space (Okuyama [9]) if it has a σ -locally finite network. The
class of σ -spaces plays an important role in the theory of generalized metric spaces (see
Gruenhage [2]). A cosmic space is a space with a countable network, equivalently, a
Lindelöf σ -space.
A space is Fσ -metrizable if it is the union of countably many closed metrizable
subspaces. A space is a µ-space (Nagami [6]) if it can be embedded in the product
of countably many paracompact Fσ -metrizable spaces. The class of µ-spaces plays an
important role in dimension theory (see Oka [8], Mizokami [4]).
Note that every µ-space is a paracompact σ -space. This is because (1) every
Fσ -metrizable space has a σ -locally finite network; (2) every product of countably many
paracompact σ -spaces is a paracompact σ -space; and (3) every subspace of a paracompact
σ -space is a paracompact σ -space.
Until recently, the following question had been open:
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Question 1 (Tamano [11]). Is every paracompact σ -space a µ-space?
In Delistathis and Watson [1], under CH (the continuum hypothesis), it is shown
that there is a cosmic space X with dimX = 1 < IndX. Such a space cannot be a
µ-space. Indeed, in Oka [8] and Mizokami [4], it was shown that if X is a µ-space
(equivalently, a free σ -patched space), then dimX = IndX. Thus, under CH, their example
is a counterexample to Question 1.
In this note, we show the following example without any set theoretic assumptions,
which answers Question 1 negatively:
Example. There is a cosmic space (X, τ) with dim(X, τ)= 0 which is not a µ-space.
Every stratifiable space is a paracompact σ -space. The following question, whose
positive answer gives the positive answer to the M3 ⇒M1 question, still remains open
(see Tamano [12]):
Question 2 (Mizokami [5], Tamano [10], Junnila and Mizokami [3]). Is every stratifiable
space a µ-space?
A space is called a σ0-space if it is the perfect image of a paracompact σ -space Y with
dimY = 0. A space is called a ν-space if it is the perfect image of a µ-space.
The following questions remains open:
Question 3 (Nagami [7]). Is every σ0-space a ν-space?
Question 4 (Nagami [6]). Is every ν-space a µ-space?
Our example is a σ0-space which is not a µ-space, which partially answers Question 3.
2. Proof of Example
We need the following Lemma, which is essentially found in the proofs in Oka [8] and
Mizokami [4]. For the sake of completeness, we give here an outline of the proof.
Lemma. A space (X, τ) is a µ-space if and only if there are topologies ρ, {τi}i∈ω on X
satisfying the following:
(1) ρ ⊂ τi ⊂ τi+1 ⊂ τ for each i ∈ ω, and⋃n∈ω τn is a base for τ ;
(2) (X,ρ) is metrizable;
(3) each (X, τi) is paracompact;
(4) for each i ∈ ω, there is a sequence {Xi,n}n∈ω of ρ-closed sets of X such that
X =⋃n∈ω Xi,n, and τi |Xi,n = ρ|Xi,n.
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Proof. First, suppose that there are topologies ρ, {τi}i∈ω on X satisfying the conditions
above. Then it is easy to check that X can be embedded as the diagonal {(x, x, . . .): x ∈X}
of the countable product
∏
i∈ω(X, τi) of paracompact Fσ -metrizable spaces.
Conversely, suppose that (X, τ) is a µ-space. Then there are paracompactFσ -metrizable
spaces Yi , i ∈ ω, and an embedding ϕ : (X, τ)→∏i∈ω Yi . Let πi :
∏
i∈ω Yi → Yi be the
projection. Since (X, τ) is a paracompact σ -space, there is a metrizable topology µ ⊂ τ .
Define a map ψi : (X, τ) → (X,µ) × Yi by ψi(x) = (x,πi(ϕ(x))). Let Zi = ψi(X).
Then ψi is a one to one map onto a paracompact Fσ -metrizable space Zi . Thus by
replacing Yi by Zi , we may assume that Yi = (X,σi) for some topology σi on X and
ϕ(x) = (x, x, . . .). Since each (X,σi) is a paracompact Fσ -metrizable space, there is a
metrizable topology µi ⊂ σi and a sequence {Xi,n}n∈ω of µi -closed sets of X such that
X =⋃n∈ω Xi,n, and σi |Xi,n = µi |Xi,n. Let ρ be the metrizable topology on X whose
subbase is µ ∪⋃i∈ω µi . Let τi be the paracompact Fσ -metrizable topology on X whose
subbase is ρ ∪⋃ji σj . Now it is easy to check that the topologies ρ, {τi}i∈ω on X satisfy
the desired properties. ✷
Now we are in a position to prove our example.
Proof of Example. Let C = 2ω be the Cantor set and let X = C ×C. The usual topology
on X is denoted by ε. We define a topology τ on X which is finer than ε. Let Q be
a countable dense set of C. Define lq = C × {q} for each q ∈ Q and S = {[p1,p2] ×
{q}: p1 <p2, and p1,p2, q ∈Q}. Let B be a countable base of (X, ε) consisting of clopen
sets. We construct τ so that N = S ∪ B is a net for (X, τ).
Fix a point 0 ∈ Q. Define Q0 = Q − {0}. For each z = (x,0) ∈ l0, take a sequence
Wz = {w(z,n)}n∈ω ⊂⋃q∈Q0 lq converging to z with respect to ε satisfying the following:
(1) Wz ∩Wz′ = ∅ for any z, z′ ∈ l0 with z = z′.
(2) For any sequence {Un}n∈ω of dense open sets of (X, ε), and for any countable
subset A of X, there is a point z ∈ l0 such that {w(z,n)}n∈ω−k ⊂ Uk − A for
each k ∈ ω.
For each z ∈ l0, take an ε-closed set Fz satisfying the following:
(3) {w(z,n): n ∈ ω} ⊂ Fz;
(4) there is S(z) ∈ S such that z= (x,0) ∈ S(z)⊂ Fz;
(5) for each n ∈ ω, there is S(z,n) ∈ S such that w(z,n) ∈ S(z,n)⊂ Fz;
(6) Fz −Wz is ε-open; and
(7) Fz is not an open neighborhood of w(z,n) for each n ∈ ω.
For example, we can take Fz so that Fz =⋃{Ty : y ∈Wz ∪ {z}}, where each Ty is a small
bow tie-shaped set centered at the point y .
Define τ to be the topology whose subbase is B ∪ {Fz: z ∈ l0}. We show that (X, τ) has
the desired property. It is easy to check that (X, τ) is a T1-space with a clopen base andN is
a net for (X, τ). Thus (X, τ) is a Lindelöf space with ind(X, τ)= 0, hence dim(X, τ)= 0.
It remains to show that (X, τ) is not a µ-space.
To show this, suppose that (X, τ) is a µ-space, then by Lemma, there are topologies ρ,
{τi}i∈ω on X satisfying the following:
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(8) ρ ⊂ τi ⊂ τi+1 ⊂ τ for each i ∈ ω, and⋃i∈ω τi is a base for τ ;
(9) (X,ρ) is metrizable;
(10) for each i ∈ ω, there is a sequence {Xi,n}n∈ω of ρ-closed sets of X such that
X =⋃n∈ω Xi,n, and τi |Xi,n = ρ|Xi,n.
Since (X, τ) has a countable network, it is separable. Hence by (8), (X,ρ) is also
separable. Thus by (9), (X,ρ) has a countable base C . Note that each element C of C
is the union of countably many basic open sets of (X, τ), because (X, τ) has a countable
network. Hence by (6), there is a countable set AC ⊂ X such that C − AC is open in
(X−AC,ε|X−AC). Let A=⋃C∈C AC . Then A is a countable set satisfying
(11) ρ|(X−A)= ε|(X−A).
Let Y =X−A. Define Ui =⋃n∈ω int(Y,ε)(Xi,n ∩ Y ). Then
Ui ⊃ Y −
⋃
n∈ω
Bd(Y,ε)(Xi,n ∩ Y ).
By (11), each Xi,n ∩ Y is closed in (Y, ε), hence each Bd(Y,ε)(Xi,n ∩ Y ) is nowhere dense
in (X, ε). Thus by the Baire category theorem, Ui is dense in (X, ε). Let U ′i be an open set
of (X, ε) such that U ′i ∩ Y =Ui .
By (2), there is a point z0 ∈ l0 such that {w(z0, n)}n∈ω−k ⊂U ′k ∩Y =Uk for each k ∈ ω.
Since Fz0 is τ -open, by (8), there is i0 ∈ ω such that there is V ∈ τi0 such that z0 ∈ V ⊂ Fz0 .
Take k0 ∈ ω such that w(z0, k0) ∈ Ui0 ∩ V . By the definition of Ui , we can take n0 ∈ ω
such that w(z0, k0) ∈ int(Y,ε)(Xi0,n0 ∩ Y ). By (10) and (11), V ∩Xi0,n0 ∩ Y (⊂ Fz0) should
contain a neighborhood of w(z0, k0) in (Y, ε). But this is impossible by (7) and by the
ε-closedness of Fz0 . ✷
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